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A LogicStateAnalyzerfor Microprocessor
Systems
A new logic sfafeanalyzerfor debuggingsystemsthat
hasbroadlyexpanded
usepopularmicroprocessors
triggeringcapabilitiesp/us keyboardcontroland
mnemonicdisplaythathelpso/veproblemsmoreefficiently.
by Jeffrey H. Smith
ITH A LOGIC STATE ANALYZER displaying
the operation of his state machine, the digital
designer is able to locate faults quickly and conveniently whether they are in hardware, in software
(or firmware), or in the manner that hardware and
software interface. The logic state analyzer, introduced by Hewlett-Packard in 1973,1captures a sequence of digital words and displays the words in
tabular form just as a synchronous system "sees"
them. Data is sampled by a clock from the system
running at its normal speedand is displayed as a list
showing the sequential flow of states.
The recent precipitous decrease in the per-part
price of microprocessorshas created an explosive
growth in their use. Compared with a ROMcontrolled statemachine, or even most discrete-Iogic
processorsof a few yearsago,today's microprocessor
system-with its easily implemented interrupts, subroutine capability, and multiple addressing
modes-executes highly complex programs.This has
generateda need for a logic state analyzer optimized
for analyzing microprocessoroperation'
Becauseof the quantity and the complexity of the
data that must be handled, such an analyzer should
have far more sophisticated means of trigger-point
selection and storage qualification than earlier
analyzers.For example,it is normal for a sequenceof
instructions to be repeatedmany times in the form of a
loop, yet the designer may be interested in only the
1Othorthe 100th occurrenceof this sequence.Or, the
user may be interested in examining activity at a
specific address,such as a RAM location used to store
a status flag, only when it is written from a specific
segmentof his program.
Even if usagesof this complexity had been anticipated when the first analyzers were designed, it is
doubtful that all of the needed trigger capability
could have been added because of constraints imposedby mechanicaland ergonomicconsiderations.
For example, most present analyzersuse a row of 16
three-position(1,oFF,0) toggle switches to select a
16-bit trigger word. Theseswitches perform the twin

functions of selectingthe trigger word and indicating
what it is-adequate if only one word is required.
This row of switches occupies about 6 squareinches
of panel area,however, and additional trigger words
would eachadd 6 squareinches and to controls to the
panel.
Fortunately, the microprocessor,which generated
the need for a new type ofanalyzer, has also provided
a solution to the problems of implementing it in a
form that is both convenient to use and possible to
build. Adding an additional trigger word to a
microprocessor-controlledkeyboard instrument requires the addition of, at most, only one control (a key
to selectthe trigger), and the allocation of a fraction of
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Flg.'1, Model 1611A Logic StateAnalyzer, designed to test systems using popular microprocessors,capturesand displaysthe sequentialflow o/states on a mrcroprocessor's
D/r/ and
ADDBESS
busses and at up to eight other nodes se/ectedby the user.

a line on the display to indicate the trigger selected.
The use of a microprocessor as a controller allows
much of an instrument's complexity to remain invisible to the user.
A New Analyzer
An internal 8-bit MOS microprocessor is used as a
controller in a new logic state analyzer, the HewlettPackard Model 1611,\ (Fig. 1). The analyzer is
keyboard controlled and a CRT displays both the
measurement set-up information and the measurement results. Intended specifically to aid in the design and troubleshooting of microprocessor-based
systems, it has far more extensive triggering options
than are presently available in other logic state
analyzers.
Besides making a complex machine seem relatively
"friendly" to the user, this new analyzer's internal
microprocessor gives the instrument sufficient intelligence to display the results of its measurements in
several formats. The contents of the ADDRESS
bus and
the oarR bus of the microprocessor being monitored
may be displayed in either the octal or the hexadecimal number base (Fig. 2). If desired, the oara bus
contents may also be decoded into the mnemonic set
used by the microprocessor in the system being
tested. This is an extremely important feature for a
microprocessor monitor since a person examining

system operation is usually interested in seeing a flow
of information, rather than detecting the existence of
isolated, individual states.He will frequently want to
scan large blocks of code rapidly where converting
mentally from raw data to machine code could be very
time-consuming. Indeed, a software writer, using an
assembler, may have never worked with the octal or
hexadecimal representation of his code. With a
mnemonic display, he may rapidly scan blocks of
data to determine if his code is executing properly. If a
problem is spotted, the display may be converted to
an absolute listing in either octal or hexadecimal for a
more detailed, step-by-step examination of program
execution.
Mnemonic display is made possible by designing
the new logic-state analyzer to accept "personality"
modules that configure it to monitor specific microprocessors. Included in a personality module is a
ROM that stores the mnemonic set of the microprocessor for which the module is tailored. Presently,
personality modules are available for two of the most
p o p u l a r 8 - b i t p r o c e s s o r s ,t h e 8 0 8 0 a n d t h e 6 8 0 0 .
Other modules are under development,
Connecting large numbers of individual probes to a
circuit to be monitored is one of the greatestsources of
error and inconvenience associated with the use of a
logic state analyzer. The new analyzer's use of a personality module allows each module to include

probes whose voltage threshold limits, pin connections, and clock slope are designed to match the
microprocessor being monitored. The analyzer's
probes connect quickly to the microprocessor by
means of a clothespin-style 40-pin DIP clip or by
means of a low-profile 40-pin male plug (Fig. 3). In
addition to the 40-pin microprocessor probe, the new
analyzer has a conventional 8-input probe. This probe
may be used to monitor up to eight TTl-level signals
that may not be accessible at the microprocessor.
Versatile Triggering
The new Model 1611,\ Analyzer uses a 3z-bit TRIGcER that is divided into three distinct fields: a 16-bit
field, an 8-bit DATAsus field (expandable to
ADDRESS
16 bits) and the eight lines of information monitored
by the EXTERNALprobe. The user of the 1611A may
as either a simple, single
specify the trigger ADDRESS
address "breakpoint" or he may use the operators >
and < to define a range of addresses as the trigger
point. For example, all addresses between 1000 and
2000 could be selected. The exrenNAl trigger word is
entered in binary with a "don't-care" loFF; option on
each bit so that individual inputs may be turned off if
the desired trigger word is Iess than eight bits wide'
Any part of any field may also be set to don't care (oFF)
if desired.
Multiple passes through loops and subroutines or
multiple accesses to a memory location may be
OCCURRENCE
examined using the analyzer's TRIGGER
counter. This holds off trigger recognition until the
specified number of triggers has been encountered.
Windowed triggering permits the analyzer to
search for a sequence of two trigger words or to search
for a trigger word within a limited portion of a
DATA
microprocessor's program execution. ADDRESS,
sUS, and EXTERNALwords may be entered to define a
ENABLEevent. The arming of the trigger is
TRIGGER
now inhibited until the nNau-n event occurs. A simiDISABLEevent may be selected to
lar 3-field TRIGGER
disarm the search for.a trigger. This causes the rruccER comparator to look for a trigger only between the
ENABLEand otsast-r points.

Fig.2. Binaryinformationappearing on a microprocessor's
buses may be displayed in a.variety of
otre and ADDBESS
f ormatsto facilitateanalysis.Thephoto at top (a) showsa data
sequencepresentedin the octal format.ln the centerphoto
(b), the samesequenceis presentedin the mnemonlcset ol
the microprocessor (an 8080). Because each mnemonic instructionmay involvemore than one memorytransactton,the
displayed table is a condensationand thus represents a
longersequencethan thatshownin (a). Thesequenceshown
in (c) is the same as that in (b) but the addlesses are listed in
the hexadecimalformat.

Selective Data Gathering
The new analyzer has four different run modes.
TRACEresults in a display of sequential program steps,
starting at the selected trigger point. A pnn-rmccnR of
up to 63 program steps may be selected. This causes
states prior to the trigger point to be displayed (Fig.
4a). Using this feature, it is possible to trigger on a
fault condition and examine the code leading up to
the fault. If post-trigger data is of interest, a DrLRY of
up to 65,472 steps after the trigger event may be
specified.

Fig.3. Probing arrangement allows direct connection to a
microprocessor with a "clothespin" clip (center) or,lf space is
limited, by plugging the connector on the end of the cable
(top) into the microprocessor sockef and plugging the microprocessorinto the probe body. The ErIERNALconnections
are
through separate leads (bottom). Ihese may plug directly on
to test pms, or they may be inserted in pincher-type miniature
probes (see Fig. 1)
The rRRcn TRIGGERSmode is essentially a selective
store-the
analyzer stores only the events that meet

the rRrccsR specification. With this mode, it is possible to examine activity of only a certain part of a
microprocessor's program execution, for example, all
reads from a specific I/O port, all JSR instructions, or
all writes to RAM (Fig. 4b). Becauseevents are "qualified" before they are stored, only those events of
interest are retained, resulting in a significant savings
in the time required to analyze the results of a measurement. Only an absolute display (no mnemonics)
is offered in this mode since the code segments or
memory operations stored may not be consecutive or
even related.
Two counting modes are incorporated. rlup INTERVAL gives the time (with a resolution of 1 microsecond) between the TRIGGER
ENABLEand the TRrccER
DISABLEpoints (Fig. SaJ.Themaximum count is 22a
microseconds or slightly more than 16 seconds.
gives the number of times that the
couNT TRIGGERS
TRIGGER
specification is found within this range (Fig.
5b). These modes are useful for measuring the execution time or the coding efficiency of segments of a
microprocessor program,

Seizing Control
To examine the hardware operation associated
with a segment of code in detail, it is frequently desirable to halt the operation of a processor. The 1611A
has a provision to do this by means of an open-

Fig. 4, States leading up to a trigger word may be displayed
showing how a program gefs to a particular state (a). ln this
example, a prelrigger display of 70 states was selected. The
trigger word (0157) is displayed in inverse video. In rRAcE
rarccms mode (b), only those slatesmeetlng specified trigger
conditions are captured for display, rn lhls case sta tes having
hexadecimaladdressesbetween 3700 and 37FF.

collector gate driving the tested microprocessor's
HALT or READv line. This gate is driven by the trigger
circuits within

the 1611A and can either halt the test

system when the capture memory internal to the
1611A is full, or it can cause the system under test to
single step once each time the TRACEkey is depressed.
Thus, the processor may be halted at a specific trigger
point in its program each time that trigger occurs, or it
may be single stepped beginning at the trigger point.
In either case, the analyzer displays the code executed in either absolute or mnemonic format.
The new 1611A, like most logic state analyzers, is
primarily a functional test instrument, that is, it is
best at determining whether or where a malfunction
occurs. The cause of the error is frequently obvious if
its nature and location are known. If the cause is not

Self-Check
The 1611A has two means of verifying that it is in
proper operating condition. When its power is turned
on. it executesa software routine that checks itself
internally and displays error messagesto indicate any
problems it finds. Since the probes and some of the
data acquisitibn circuits cannot be testedby software,
the microprocessoranalyzer has a pRosnrEst socket
that simulates,in hardware, the signals generatedby
a microprocessor.These signals are analogousto the
signals present at the calibrator jack of an oscilloscope and generatean easily recognizablepattern on
the display when correctly read by the probe.
SystemOrganization
Fig. 6 shows a simplified block diagrarhof the new
analyzer.Signals appearing on the microprocessor's
pins and the eight external lines are monitored by
buffered probesand clocked into a temporary storage
registerwithin the personality module. The personality module converts the data into the parallel format
required by the input data bus and provides signals
(COTVIPARE
and sronD to the comparator and data acquisition memory that indicate when the storagebuffer contains new, valid data. Four flag lines contain
additional information of use to the 1611A's
mnemonic decode ptogram, such as when the data
bus contents represent an instruction op code or
whether a byte represents a READor a wRITE.This
input data bus is completely separate from the
1611A'sinternal microprocessorbus so that its data
acquisition rate is not limited by the speed of the
internal MOS processor.
mode (a), Model
Flg.5. When operating in the nue TNTERVAL
The 1611,{usesthe sameconceptsused in previous
1611A measuresthe execution time from one point in a program (selected by rarcam er,tnate)to another point ORTGGER Hewlett-Packard logic state analyzersT'zwith the
D|SABLE).
ln the couur rarcGensmode (b) the instrumentcounts
exception that the comparators,counters,and acquithe number of times a particular address (0089) is accessed
sition memory are under microprocessorcontrol. The
between er,,tnate
and orstatr points,ln thls case through a loop
output of the temporary storageregister is continubeginning and ending at address FBC).
ously clocked into a 3o-bit wide by 64-byte deep
shift -register-like mernory.
it
is
make
addiobvious,
usually necessaryto either
When a trigger point is found, a count is entered
tional measurementswith the logic state analyzer or
counter. When this counter
into
the 8-bit occURRENCE
greater
reto monitor the system with considerably
counts out, a 16-bit DELAYcounter is enabled and it
solution than that provided by present analyzers.As
an example, S-ns, or even 1-ns glitches and pulse startscounting memory cycles of the microprocessor
being monitored. When the nnlav counter overflows,
overlaps can wreak havoc with the operation of the
further storageof data into memory is inhibited and
TTL circuits commonly used with processors.To
facilitatethe measurementof fast signals,the 1611A flags are set that are read by the 1611A's internal
providesa TTL-leveIoutput pulse for an oscilloscope microprocessor to indicate that a data acquisition
cycle is complete. The internal microprocessorunor other high-resolution instrument every time that
loads memory, converts the data as requested from
the 1611,t finds its TRIGGER
word. One pulse eachrun
the keyboard and writes the result to the display.
is available from another output in case that it is
In the couNT and tltvts modes of operation, the
necessaryto trigger on the specific event recognized
and onLRy counters are combined into
occuRRENcE
by the 1611A.This secondoutput may alsobe usedas
one 24-bit counterthat countsthe fruCcnRcomparator
a synchronized stimulus to the system being monimode and counts an
output in the couNT TRIGGERS
tored in order to observeits responseto an external
internal crystal-controlled reference in the TIMEINevent.
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Fig.6. Simplified block diagtam of Model 1611A Logic State Analyzer.

TERVAL
mode (gating for the coUNTand TrMEmodesof
operation is not shown in the simplified block diagram).
AII of the internal functions within the 1611,A.are
addressedas memory from an internal bus. As an
example,the contentsof the countersare determined
by performing memory reads at the counter addtesses,and the counters are loaded by performing
memory writes. This internal bus structure is conventional with the exceptionthat the databus is split into
two unidirectional busses (DATAand r,,rrrtaonv)
in
order to simplify the problems of bus turnaround. The
DATAbus handles all data outgoing from the microprocessorand the l,rnrraoRy
bus contains all incoming
data.
Each of the contactless,ferrite core keyswitches in
the keyboardis assigneda position in a matrix of eight
columns and six rows (Fig. 7). The matrix is scanned,

one key at a time, by a 6-bit counter. When a depressed
key is detected,the count is inhibited and the counter
holds the keycode of the depressedkey. At the same
time, two flags are set. KEyDowN indicates that a key
is depressedwhile rny UNREAD
is setwhen a key is first
depressedand is cleared by hardware after the keyboard is read.
The keyboard is assigneda memory addressso that
it may be read by the 1611A's microprocessoras one
8-bit word-the 2 flags and the 6-bit counter output. If
both flags are low, no keys are depressedand the
keycode is ignored. If both flags are high, a new key
has beendepressedand the counter output represents
its keycode. If xrv Do\ nI is high and xny UNREAD
is
low, the counter output representsa key that has been
read but that is still being held down. No keyboard
memory is required since the keyboard is read approximately every 160g,s-much fasterthan data can

JL

Key
Unre.ad

Fig.7. Block diagram of the keyboard scanner. The keyboard ls assigned an address in the
instrument'smemory and is read once every 160 ps. Thetwoflags 6EYDowNand xevuNnttol
whetheror not any actionshouldbetaken onthe6-bit
indicatetothe instrument'smicroprocessor
key code presented to the memory bus.

be entered manually. Hysteresis is introduced by
means of the connection between KEYDowN and the
comparator threshold so that a slow key depression
does not result in double triggering.
TriggerRecognition
The many triggering modes of the 1611A were
made possible by the development of a new form of
trigger recognizer.A conventional bit comparator of
the kind usually used to perform this function is
shown in Fig. 8a. This has the three functions necessary to recognize a trigger-storage of the reference
word, comparison, and enabling-performed separately. With TTL circuits this trigger recognizer requires about one DIP pack of circuitry per bit. Since
the 1611Atriggerrecognizercontainsover 100bits of

comparison, an enormous number of packs would
have been required to implement it by conventional
means.
A multi-bit trigger comparator may be implemented in one pack by using a static RAM as a
comparator, as shown in Fig. 8b. Since there is a
one-to-onecorrespondencebetween RAM cells and
any digital word presentedto its address lines, any
pattern may be searchedfor by loading the proper
mask into the RAM by means of the instrument's
internal addressand data buses.Note that one RAM
can simultaneously searchthe input data for several
conditions. The RAM shown in the figure producesa
true signal at output O if the input : 816,r true
output at output r if the input : X0002(X :
don't care) and a true signal at output 2 if the input

word is greater than 8ru.
The above suggestsan elegant technique for making range comparisonson very wide digital numbers.
The comparator diagrammed in Fig. g returns a high
output if word A (the comp€ilatorinput) is equal to or
greater than word B (the mask stored in the RAM).
The word is tested in +-bit increments. If the most
significant four bits of A are greater in magnitude
than the most significant four bits of B, word A must
be greaterthan word B. Similarly, if the most significant bits of A are less than the equivalent bits of B,
word A cannot possibly be greater than word B. If
these bits of the two words are equal, then a similar
test is performed on the next most significant four bits
by meansof the AND gate logic. This seriesof testsis
repeated,if necessary,until all bits of the two words
are tested.Note that all comparisonsare made simultaneously in parallel so that there is no intermediate
result that must "ripple through" from the most to the
least significant bit as with many magnitude comparison techniques.Thus, the comparison time does
not increaseas the comparator is made wider. If the
"greater than" sectionsof the comparator are loaded
with all low states,the circuit defaults to a simple
equality comparator.
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Fig. 8. Conventional bit comparator (a) separately implementsstorage of the reference bit, comparison, and enabling.
Each bit in a word requires the cicuitry shown here. A single
RAM can be used as a multi-bit comparator (b) by loading the
appropriate bit pattern (mask) into it, as shown by the table in
this examole.
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Display
The 16114, contains a raster-scan,magneticdeflection CRT display that uses a reliable and inexpensive 7-inch TV-type CRT.It displays up to 24 lines
of 32 characterseachfor a total of ZOgcharacters.Each
characteris formed by a 5-by-7matrix of dots.In addition, 1 dot betweencharactershorizontally and 3 dots
vertically are always blanked to achieve intercharacter spacing, so each character actually occupies a
space6 dots wide by 10 dots high.
A simplified block diagram of the display logic is
shown in Fig. 10. Each characterposition on screenis

8-11

Fig. 9. A multi-bit comparatol
for wide digital numbers is implemented with relatively few components using the technique ol
Fig. 8b.

assigneda unique location in the 1611A's memory'
No line buffer is used asin a conventional raster-scan
display. Instead, the RAM is designed to be sufficiently fast so that two memory read or write transactions can be performed during each period of the
microprocessorclock. One memory cycle is always
available to the microprocessor,if needed.Its output
is stored in a latch so that a valid output remains on
the prnuoRvbus for the remainder of the clock cycle'
The other fetch is always used by the display to fetch
its next character. By the use of this form of direct
memory access, the display circuitry is greatly
simplified and neither the display nor the microprocessor is "aware" that the other is using the
memory.
The proper pattern of bright and blanked dots is
stored in a ROM used to generateeach line of each
character.Six ROM inputs selectone of the 64 characters from the upper-caseASCII characterset' and three
inputs selectone of the sevenhorizontal scanrows or
a blank eighth row. The five outputs of the ROM are
loaded into a shift register to provide the five dots
of the horizontal character line. The sixth dot position is always blanked. While the shift register is
being emptied to display one scan line of a character,
the correspondingscanline from the next characteris

being fetched from memory.
Six bits of the eight-bit wide memory are required
to define any one of the 64 possible characters.The
two additional bits are used to allow any charactersto
be displayed in inverse (black on light) or to be
blinked on and off at a 2-Hz rate.
The horizontal raster generator runs at 19.8 kHz
(above the range of audibility for most people) to
avoid the annoying whistle common to raster-scan
displays running at the TV-standard frequency of
15.750 kHz. The line and frame generator circuits
follow standard raster-scandesign practice by using
an LC ringing circuit to achieve a fast retrace with
low power dissipation. Special precautionswere taken, however, to insure a linear display. For example,
display centering, necessarybecauseof production
tolerances in the CRTs and yokes, is performed by
sending a bias current through the yoke windings
rather than by the more common practice of using
adjustablering magnetsat the neck of the CRT. This
causesall deflection to take place at the design center
of the yoke, resulting in a better quality display.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 1611A Logic State Analyzer
CONNECTIONBETWEENpP AND 1511A INPUT BUFFERS:one 40-pindual
inline packageconnsctorwith 30.5 cm ( 12 in) €ble, one 40-pin male socketwith
30.5 cm (12 in) or 7.6 cm (3 in) €ble.
MEMORY DEPTH:64 data transactions;16 transactioreare displayedat one time;
roll keys permil viewing all 64 transaclions.
TIME INTERVALMEASUREIIIENT:
Accuracy,0.1% t1 ps. Maximumtime,22a-1
ps (16.7 seconds).
EVENTSCOUNT:224-1 events(16.7 million)max.

ODtlon 068
(Compatiblewith any microprocassorthat mests the spocificationsof the
Motorola6800.)
CLOCK AND DATA INPUTS
CLOCK RATE:70 kHz to l.4 MHz.
INPUT RESISTANCE:
approx1 MO tor all inputs.
INPUT CAPACITANCE:approx30 pF for DO-D7inputs,approx40 pF fof all othsr
inputs. Includes €pacitance ol 30.5 cm (12 in) connecting €ble; approx
'10pF l€ss with 7.6 cm (3 in)
cable.
THRESHOLD:2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high);-0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic0 (low).
SETUPTIME: DO-D7must be presentprior tolallirE edge of 62 clock tor at least
'I 10
ns. HALT must be prssent prior to leading edge ol 62 clock tor at least
250 ns. All olher inputs must be presenl prior to falling edge ot 62 clock lor at
leasl 250 ns.
HOLD TIME: HALT must be present atter leading edge of 62 clock for at least
10 ns. All other inputs must be presenl after falling€dge of 62 clock tor at least
10 ns.
HALT OUTPUT: TTL open-collector-compatibleoutput €pable of sinking at
least 8 mA when aclive.
OUTPUTS(Low<0.4V into50O,High>2.0 V into50O,nominally3.9Vintoan open
circuit):
TBIGGER OUTPUT: duration approx 75 ns in RZ format; delay approx 550 ns
atler ac{ive edge ol 62 clock pulse that defines a valid trigger.
TRACE POINT (_[): positive edge approx 550 ns after fo clock pulse that
d€fines specific valid trigger lo be displayed.lf delay is set such that trigger
word is not displaysd, Trace Pcint output occurs approx 500 ns atter aclive
edge of d2 clock that detines valid trigger immediatelypreceding first word
displayed.
--L
TRACE POINT (
): complementof Trace Point (_l-- ).

PersonalityModules
ODtlon 080
(Compatiblewith arry microproessor that meets the specificationsof the Intel
8080A.)
CLOCK (d2 only)
BEPETITIONRATE:300 kHz to 4 MHz.
WIDTH: 75 ns minimumfor either high or low state.
THRESHOLD:9 to 13 V, logic 1 (high): 1 ro 0.8 V, logic0 (low).
INPUT RESISTANCE:
approx12 kO.
INPUTCAPACITANCE:
approx25 pF with30.5 cm (12 in) €ble; approx15 pF
(3
with 7.5 cm
in) cable.
DATA, ADDRESS, WAIT, READY, HLOA, INTE, SYNC
THRESHOLO:3 V to 6 V, logic 1 (high);-1 to 0.8 V, logic0 (low).
INPUT RESISTANCE:
aoorox l MO.
INPUTCAPACITANCE:
approx25 pF with 30.5 cm (12 in) cable;approx15 pF
(3
with 7.6 cm in) cable.
SETUPAND HOLD TIMES (limingmeasuredat 8 V levellorleadingedge ot 02 and
'Mevel tor
trailing edge):
Addre$ and pP status on Data lines relativeto leading edge ol.d2 at T2, data
relativeto leading edge of fu at Tg, and sync r€lativeto trailing edge of d2 at T1:
SETUP:100 ns min.
HOLD:25 ns min.
Ready relativeto trailing edge ol 62 atfZ:
SETUP:80 ns min.
HOLO:0 ns min.
READY OUTPUT:TTL open-collector-compatible
outputcapableolsinking at least
8 mA when active.
OUTPUTS(Low <0.4 V into 50O and High >2.0 V into 50O, nominally3.9 V into
an open circuit, with all timing relativeto loading edge of d2 in T3 cycle):
TBIGGER:duration
approx75 ns (BZ format);delay
approx350 ns atterd2 cl@k
pulse that defines a valid trigger.
TRACE POINT ( lpositive
edge
approx
350
ns
alter d2 clock that delines
):
specific valid triggsr to be displayed. lf Delay is set such that trigger is not
displayed, Trace Point output occurs approx 350 ns atter d2 clock that
detines valid trigg€r word immediatelyprecedinglirst word displayed.
--L
TRACE POINT (
): complementof Trace Poinr ( j
).

ExternalProbeInputs
RESISTANCE:approx 1 MO.
CAPACITANCE: approx 25 pF measured al probe tip.
THRESHOLO:2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high);-0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic0 (low).
SETUP TIME: input musl be present tor at least 250 ns prior to falling edge of
d2 cl@k.
HOLD TIME: input must be present for at least zero ns atier talling edge of d2
clocl(.

General
LOGIC PROBEOUTPUTPOWER:5 V dc at 0.1 A max.
LINE FOWER: 1@, 120,2m, 24OV aci -10"h +5olo:48 to 440 Fb: 120 VA ru.
DIMENSIONS:425mm W x 190 mm H x 572 mm O (1674x 7-7116x 221/2inl.
WEIGHT:15 kg (33 lbs).
PHCE lN U.S,A.: Model 1611A Logc State Analyzer(Option068 or 080), 95000.
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:COLOBAOOSPRTNGSDIVISION
1900 carden of the Gods Boad
Colorado Springs, Colorado80907 U.S.A.
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Firmwarefor a MicroprocessorAn alyzer
By replacing hardware with firmware, the instrument
designercan increaseoperatorconvenienceand present
data in a more meaningful form without increasing circuit
complexity.Here is how this capabilitywas applied to a
logic state analyzer.
by Thomas A. Saponas

ASE OF OPERATION was the fundamental design criterion for the firmware in the Model
1611A Logic State Analyzer. The keyboard and display were to be kept as simple as possible despite
the complexity of the measurements that the instrument is capable of making. Furthermore, instrument
operation was to be optimized for the most often
used modes of operation so the analyzer could be of
service even to users who may not have acquired
complete knowledge of all the instrument's capabilities.
The keyboard contains the primary controls for the
instrument, replacing what would have been a bewildering array of knobs, switches and pushbuttons. It
was essential to devise a keyboard layout that pro-

vided simplicity of use for the novice as well as convenience for the experienced user. Hence, the keys are
grouped into four functional areas: TRACESPECIFICAand uspLaY (see Fig. 1). Also,
TIoN, ENTRv,EXECUTE,
the keys most basic to instrument operation are in a
darker shade to distinguish them as the primary keys
of the instrument.
keys select the measureThe rnacn SeECIFICATION
ment options that define the specific conditions of the
"snapshot" of the data sequence to be captured and
displayed. For example, if it is desired to trace program flow beginning at a specific address, the ansection is pressed first,
DRESS
BUS: key in the TRIGGER
in using the keys in
is
address
typed
desired
then the
the ENTRYgroup. Data capture and display beginning

'k}{-*[5,
.{*} {*J
LNfSY

u.gl.k.]

mmb

mmm 6&

Fig. 1. Keys are grouped tnto four functtonalareason the keyboardof the Model 1611A Logic
StateAnalyzer.The keys that are most baslc to tnstrumentoperationare rn a darker shade.
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at that addressis initiated by pressing the rnacr key
section.
in the ExECUTE
Interaction
Keyboard-Display
group is
Whenever a key in the rnacn spEcIFICATIoN
pressed, an inverse video field (black on white) is
created on the display and a blinking cursor shows
the position of the next digit to be entered (Fig. z).
When all of the allowed characterpositions are filled,
the field is closed and the display reverts to normal
video (white on black). It is not necessaryto fill all the
positions to close the field-opening another field
key or initiating a meawith a TRACESPECIFICATIoN
key will close a partially
surement with an ExECUTE
filled field. The closedfield then has implied leading
zeros (except fietds specified by an nxr: key, which
have binary information only with unspecified positions filled with X's, for don't care).
Twelve separate fields are available within the
group for defining the measureTRACESPECIFICATIoN
ment specifications. The majority of measurements
are performed with only a few of these.When turned
on, the instrument turns off all these options except
BUS=field, which is open. The
the rRrccrR ADDRESS
options are in the appropriate
means
these
off state
default modes and are not displayed. A new field
appearson the display whenever the corresponding
key is pressed.If a field is no longer needed,it can be
eliminated by opening it, entering a DON'TcARE,and
closing it again.
An important part of the keyboard-displayinteraction is the provision for error messagesin the caseof
illegitimate key sequences.For example, if a key in
the rNrnv group is pressedwhen there is no open data
field, the resulting messageis simply: No oPENDATA
FIELD.Or, if an attempt is made to enter other than
binary data in an external data field, the message
ILLEGALKEy
appears.There areeighteenseparateerror
and warning messages-using English rather than
numeric codes-to provide useful feedback on the
status of the analyzer to the operator.
Automatic repeat functions for keys, a useful feature often found in CRT terminals, are applied sparingly in the logic state analyzer. In the case of the

Fig.2. Whena rRAcEspEctFtcenon
key ls pressed an inverse
video field is created. The black underline in the white field
blinks to show where the next character entered will be positioned. When the field is filled or closed by other means,the
display automatically reverts to normal video.

keys, repeated operation serves
TRACE
SPECIFICATION
no useful function whatever. As for the eNrRv keys,
the annoyanceof having a key repeatunintentionally
outweighs the advantages of repetition, since the
longest data field is only eight characterswide, so no
repeating keys are provided here. All of the EXECUTE
keys,on the other hand, will startrepeating at a rate of
ten executions per second when held past an initial
delay. Repetitive measurementsare often desirableto
visually monitor changesin data.The roll up and roll
down keys in the usplay group, used to scanthrough
the analyzer's memory, have a similar repeating action, allowing either a one-line step or a continuous
roll of the data through the display.
The 10/s repetition rate was chosen because it's
about the highest rate permitting visual and manual
response sufficient to stop the repetition at the desired point.
The freedom to implement these characteristics
with no increase in circuit complexity or cost is
another example of the power inherent in microprocessor-based
systems.

DisplayFormat
The display format possibly contributesmore to the
effectivenessof the new logic stateanalyzerthan does
the easeof defining and performing a measurement.
Monitoring any CPU, whether a microprocessoror a
large computer, inherently results in the generation
of vast amounts of data. Interpretation of all this data
can be simplified in two ways. First is by being selective about the measurementto be performed so there
is not so much data to be analyzed. The many new
capabilities of Model 16114 offer substantial improvements in this area over the simple breakpoint
and trace functions commonly found in most digital
analysis tools. Second is the use of a mnemonic format that in itself further condensesthe data.
Previouslogic stateanalyzerspresentedthe flow of
data as a table of binary words. The mnemonics, on
the other hand. are abbreviationsof the functions to
be performed by the microprocessor(e.g.CLA represents"clear the accumulator") so reading the flow of
program execution is considerably easier with
mnemonic than it is with binary words. The ROM
supplied in the analyzer'spersonality module causes
the display to show the mnemonic codesused by the
manufacturerof the microprocessorbeing monitored,
so the displayed data will be similar to the source
assemblylisting used to generatethe code (Fig. 3).
Even if a high-level language were used to generate
code, a mnemonic translation is normally available
for program debugging.
When operating in the mnemonic mode, all of the
memory fetches required to describe an instruction
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data (Fig. 3). The change from one mode to the other is
effected by the MNEMoNIC/ABSoLUTE
key, which only
modifies the display and does not affect the data in
the analyzer's memory. This is also true of the
HEXADECTMAL/OcrAL
switch.

Flg.3. Displayin the mnemonic mode (a) Iiststhe operationin
the assemblylanguageof the microprccessorbeing tested./l
an instructioncausesadditionaldatatransfers,theseare dlsplayed indented. The same sequence listed in (a) is shown in
the absolute tormat in (b) below.

(normally one to three fetches) are stored in the
analyzer's memory but are condensedinto one line
containing the mnemonic and the operand on the
display. Then if the instruction causes additional
transfer of data, these subsequent transactions are
displayed indented on the following lines with a description of the type of transactionperformed (Fig. 3).
The analyzer also storesthe status of the eight external lines and displays them in binary. These lines
help find problems outside the microprocessor'saddressand databuses,and enablea detailed look at the
system I/O, very often the part of the system that is
most difficult to design and debug.
The stored data can also be displayedin absolute
format where each line displayed representsone
memory transaction and contains the address and
data in hexadecimal or octal format, followed by a
description of the type of transactionand the external
14

Firmware Operation
Data acquisition is performed in dedicated
hardware because the incoming data rate could be too
high to be handled by the internal microprocessor.
The other firmware tasks are control of the high-speed
front end and the previously mentioned keyboard and
display functions. Because of the relatively slow response time required for these functions, an
interrupt-driven operating system is not used in the
firmware. Instead, all important inputs simply are
polled.
At power up, the internal memory is exercised and
a checksum is performed on the ROM to verify that
the internal processor system is functioning. A message indicating that the self check is completed is
displayed on the screen, along with any error conditions that were found. All internal pointers and
hardware are initialized and the unit then waits for
inputs.
The flow chart in Fig. 4 shows that the firmware has
two operating modes: measurement specification and
measurement execution. As previously described, the
measurement specification mode involves opening
and closing data fields and the entry of numbers into
those fields.
A basic function of the logic state analyzer is to
supply output pulses in synchronism with the triggering condition. These pulses can be used by an
oscilloscope or other instrument when tracking down
hardware problems. It is therefore important that the
high-speed memories used as arithmetic comparators
reflect the current condition displayed on screen.
Consequently, these memories are reloaded any time
a keyboard stroke modifies the trigger conditions.
In the measurement execution mode, the highspeed input section is initialized for the run type to be
performed and then the run starts. The processor
monitors the status of the front end and describes the
progress of the measurement by displaying appropriate messages, such as WAITINGFoR TRIGGER,
or TRIG:rs (when the trigger conditions
cER occURRENCES
were specified, for example, to start data capture on
the 18th trigger occurrence). The keyboard continues
to be read in this mode so the operator can abort the
measurement at any time by pressing the appropriate
key. Normally, display of the data in the high-speed
memory does not start until the run is completed,
Count and time measurements, however, are continuously updated while the measurement is in progICSS.

t

T
H

T

]!lfl-

Entry
Execute
No

@.
lffl

_ Dispray

No

Specitication I Executlon

Fig. 4. Flow chart of firmware
operauon.

played in more meaningful and varied formatsyet, by
replacing hardware with firmware, the actual amount
of circuitry was reduced.

The inverse assembly process to obtain the
mnemonic listing is performed a line at a time after
the run is completed. The listing is stored in a slow
RAM for repetitive readout. This is done only for the
16 lines on display to reducethe amount of slow RAM
required. When the display is rolled in either direction, the new data is converted and stored.
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Conclusion
The use of a microprocessorhas brought numerous
improvements to a logic stateanalyzer.Simplicity of
operation and convenience were increased despite
greater capability and complexity. The data is dis-
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A Versatile,SemiautomaticFetalMonitor
for Non-TechnicalUsers
A new monitoringinstrumenfdefecfs the heart beat of an
unborn child by any one of four techniques.lt does not
require technically trained people to operate it, so the
benefitsof fetalmonitoringnow becomeavailableto a wider
range of hospitals.
by ErichCourtin,
WalterRuchay,
PeterSalfeld,
andHeinzSommer
OTflNUOUS MONITORING of the heart rate of
fl
\.r an unborn child has proved itself to be a valuable
tool for modern obstetrics. By providing an early
indication of fetal distress, a fetal heart-rate monitor
enables more effective management of the patient.
Hospitals report that the use of fetal heart-rate
monitoring has led to substantial reductions in infant
mortality and morbidity rates.1,2,3
As with other modern medical techniques, fetal
monitoring was initially applied by research-oriented
practitioners who had some familiarity with instrumentation and who could manage the various
sensitivity controls and other adjustments that the
equipment needed for coping with the great variety of
signal characteristics that were met in day-to-day
practice.
Now that the benefits of fetal monitoring have been
well proven, and its use in general practice is grow-

ing, a need exists for instruments that can function in
a non-research-oriented environment, instruments
that require little more than the turning on of a power
switch to operate. These would allow the user to
concentrate on patient care rather than instrument
operation. This was the design goal for the HewlettPackard Model 8030A Cardiotocograph (Fig. 1).*
OperatingSimplicity
Four different techniques for monitoring the fetal
heart rate have been developed and proved useful [see
box, next page). The new Model 8030A makes any
combination of the four available for each installation
by providing all of the circuits unique to a particular
method on a single circuit card. The mainframe is
arranged so the capability of measuring by any method
-Cardiotocograph:
derivedtrom the creekwordskardia(heart),tokos(childbirth)
and graphos
(something
written).

Ftg. 1. Model 80304 Cardiotocograph monitors fetal heart rate
and plots it on tts built-in stripchart recorder along with a plot of
labor activity.The instrumentcan
monitorf etalheart rate by any one
of four techniques and rts deslgn
combines this versatility with
operating simplicity and compacmess.
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Fetal Monitoring-Towards Improved
Management of Pregnancy and Delivery
The advantagesof this type of heart-ratemonitoringare that it
is external,passive,and can be used beginningat aboutthe
sixthmonthof pregnancy.However,the techniqueis sensitiveto
speech, the rustlingof bedclothes,and other noises.The
techniquealso may not provesatisfactoryfor an obese patient.
In 1971 HewletlPackardrntroduceda secondapproachto
externalfetalheartmonitoring(Model8021A).This technique
uses ultrasoundto sensethe movementof the fetal heartvalves
using a transducerstrappedto the mother'sabdomen.lt as
efiective with the patient in any position and unaffected by
noise.This systemdoes, however,requirethat
environmental
the beam be confinedto a narrowcone to maintainadequate
signal{o-noiseratios.Operationcan be affectedby positioning
erroror patientmovement,Anotherversiongeneratesa broader
ultrasonicbeam that responds to the movementof the heart
to positroning
errors,
walls.Althoughthisversionis lesssensitive
it does not
and is thus more suitablefor long{ermmonitoring,
produce as sharplydefined a pulse as the narrowbeamtransducer so it is not adaptableto sensingbeat-to-beatchanges in
Jetalheart rate. lts major use is in screeningpatients.
Researchdirectedat developinga techniquefor obtaining
the ietal ECG through externalelectrodesattached to the
mother's abdomen was undertakenbecause the abdominal
elecECGtechnique,which is passive,needsonly lightweight
trodesthatcause littlepatientdiscomfortin longterm monitoring
and that allowthe patientto move and lie in any position.Past
efforts required complex equipmentand highly skilled
operators but a recently developed abdominal ECG (AECG)
technioue. available with the HP Model 8030A Cardiotocograph,can be usedby hospitalpersonnelwho do not haveany
trainingin electronics.
ClinicaltrialshaveshownthattheAECGtechniqueiseflective
in the great majorityof casesexceptwhere patientrestlessness
musclepotential,
or in rarecaseswherethe
developsinterfering
amnioticfluidfailsto provideadequateelectricalcouplingfrom
fetusto mother.The patientcable for the AECGtechniquehas
been designedto accommodateelectrodesfor direct monitoring. Thus,in the laterstagesof deliverywhen the membranes
to directmonitoring.
rupture,the physiciancan switchinstantly
All of thesemonitoring
techniquesare availablewiththe new
Model 8030A Cardiotocograph,described in the accompanying article.

Fetalmonitonngsystemsalertdoctorsto threateningprenatal
situationslong beforethey can be detectedby othermeans,As
a result,correctiveaction can be taken at the appropriatetime,
reducing the chances of a depressed infant being born.
These systems monitor the unborn baby's heart rate and
record its reactionsto labor contractionsand other stresses.
The physicianis providedtwo traceson a strip chart recording,
one plottingthe fetal heartrate and the otherthe mother'slabor
activity.The mannerin which fetal heart ratevariesin response
to stimuli like labor contractionsprovides the doctor with the
informationneeded to judge fetal well-being.
The first electronicfetal heart-ratemonitorwas developedin
1961by Dr. EdwardH. Hon,then of Yale University.The system
used a tiny bipolar electrodethat was attachedto the infant's
scalp as soon as the membranesbroke.This direct monttoring
techniquegives a well-defined ECGsignal,and becauseof that
it is highly useful,but only in the later stages of delivery.
Potentiallycritical cases need to be recognizedsooner,so
many researchershave contlnuedto search for ways to measurefetalheartratewithoutdirectcontact.In the earlysixties,Dr.
K. Hammacher,then of DusseldorfUniversity,Germany,developed a monitorthat derived fetal heart rate from the sounds
generatedby the fetal heart. The first commercially-available
fetal monitoGHP Model 80204 Cardiotocographintroducedin
1968,was based on this technique.

into, and the pin anangements differ so it is not possible to plug a transducer cable into the wrong socket'

can be given the instrument simply by plugging in
the appropriate card (Fig. Z).
This plug-in approach does not complicate instrument operation, however. Operating simplicity was
achieved for the Model 8030A by providing only one
connector on the front panel for the heart-rate transducer cable and no mode selector switch. When a
transducer cable is connected to the instrument, the
circuits appropriate to the transducer are automatically switched in. If by any chance the appropriate
circuits have not been installed, a front-panel tNoe
indicator turns on.
A second front-panel connector is provided for the
labor-activity transducer. The cable connectors are
color-coded to show which socket a cable should plug

Automatic Operation
Once transducers are connected and placed on the
patient properly, the instrument automatically
selects the optimum sensitivity range and displays
fetal heart rate and labor activity on its digital display.
A small indicator in the lower left corner of the display blinks and a loudspeaker beeps in synchronism
with the detected fetal heart beat to provide visual
and aural confirmation that the instrument is working. The dual-trace recorder plots heart rate and labor
activity simultaneously, providing the record of the
relationship between fetal heart rate and labor activ-
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Fig. 2. Addinganothermonitoring
techniqueto the Modet
8030ACardiotocograph
is simplya matterof insertinga circuitcardandthenusingthecorresponding
transducer.
The
instrument
automattcally
makesthe necessarycircuitconnectionsfor whatever
transducer
rs in use.
ity that the physician needs for assessingfetal wellbeing.
An indication of how well the heart rate transducer
is positioned is provided by a built-in CRT display of
the fetal heart gignal, which also shows the presence
of muscle artifact or powerline interference. Digital
storage provides a non-fading display of the most
recent 1.5 seconds of signal. Pressing the srop button
"freezes" the trace for detailed examination of transients.
CRT operation is automatic. Brightness is adjusted
for ambient lighting conditions by a light sensor behind the translucent Hewlett-Packard emblem and
full-scale deflection is maintained by automatic
level-control circuits.
The instrument's recorder usesthermal writing and
thus avoids the possibility of running out of ink. Each
"stylus" is a thick-film resistor similar to those used
in HP calculator printers.4 "Pen lift" is simply a matter of turning the stylus off, thereby eliminating the
clatter of a mechanical pen lift. To make operation
quieter, contactless position feedback is provided by
a capacitive transducer on the galvanometer shaft.s
This "touchless" feedback also enhances reliability
by eliminating mechanical parts that could wear out.
The galvanometer, which needs a frequency response
of only 3 Hz, is positioned by a servo motor through a
silent step-down belt drive. Recording sensitivity is
20 beats-per-minute/cm, giving a basic resolution of
1 bpm for seeing small changes in heart rate.
The paper is advanced by a direct-drive stepping
motor, eliminating the usual gear train. Paper speed is
changed siraply by switching to a different motor
drive frequency, rather than by shifting gears. The

Fig.3. Swnglng thepapertableup to thehorizontdposition
allowsthepapermagazine
to be withdrawn
for easyloading.
paper magazine was designed to make loading the
chart paper extremely easy (Fig. 3).
To eliminate the bother of unnecessary service
calls, self-check capabilities are included. Pressing
the rnsr pushbutton causesthe instrument to display
a heart rate of 200 and to add 50 to the labor activity
indicator, giving a check on the operation of the displays and recorder. A test socket 1ECG
TEST)on the
front panel supplies a simulated ECG to the electrode
connector on the ECG cable to check out the cable and
the input amplifiers, as well as the rest of the instrument.

lnside the Instrument
Plugging a transducer cable into the instrument
automatically connects a resistor in the cable in series
with a voltage source and a resistor within the instrument. Each type of transducer cable has a different value resistor so the voltage drop across the
internal resistor is indicative of the type of transducer
connected. Comparator circuits monitor this voltage,
switch in the appropriate circuits, and turn on the
corresponding front-panel mode indicator, The instrument thus automatically selects the right circuits
whenever a transducer cable is plugged in.
The labor-activity transducers are pressure transducers that drive circuits for obtaining an electrical
indication of pressure by conventional means, and
need not be discussed further except to note that a
recorder positioning control is provided for this
channel. This was done because the baseline is affected by the static pressure on the transducer that
results from tension on the belt holding the transducer in place. The control permits the operator to
position the baseline on the zero-level line of the
recording chart.
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A Peak Pulse Detector
The circuitshownin Fig.2 doesthis by storingthe maximum
levelol each peak for 110 ms or untila higherpeak occurs,
whicheveroccurs first. A heart beat is indicatedonly when a
m a x i m u mi s h e l dt o r 1 1 0 m s .
Referringto the diagram in Fig. 2, a positive-goingslope on
the waveformcauses U1 to act as a voltagefollower,charging
capacitor C to the same voltage as the input. When the input
waveform reversesslope and starts negative,the charge retained on capacitorC back-biasesdiode D, decouplingthe
negativeleedback loop around U1. The output of Ul then
quicklyswingsto its negativesaturationlevel.This quick drop
triggers the one-shotmultivibratorU2, startingthe 110-ms
interval.
lf withinthe next110 ms a higherinputpeakoccurs,capacitor
C chargesto the highervalueand the rise in voltage resetsU2.
When the wavelormreversesslope again, the negativetransition at the outputof U1 triggersone-shotU2 once more,restarting the 11O-msinterval.
lf no higherpulseoccurswithin110 ms, U2 returnsto the set
stateat the end oJthe 11O-msinterval.Thistransitiongenerates
measuringcircuits.lt also closes
a pulsefor the fetal-heart-rate
switch S, dischargingcapacitorC for the next cycle.
The rateoJdischargeof capacitorC was made about9 dB per
second,foundto be the best compromise.Too fast a discharge
would makethe circuitsensitiveto noisepeaksthat could result
in the generationof erroneoustriggerpulses.On the otherhand,
if the dischargeratewere too slow,a change in fetal-heart-beat
amplitudecould cause some beats to be missed.
In this way, a pulse is generated only in response to the
highestpeakof a group,and thispulseoccursprecisely110ms
after the highest peak reaches its maximumvalue where the
slopechangesfrom positiveto negative.The 110-msdelay is of
no conseouencein the measurementof heartrate but the beatto-beat timing is important,and this is readily establishedby
this circuit.

The waveformsobtained by the varrousJetal-heart-rate
monitoringcircuitsdescribed in the accompanyingarticlevery
oftendo not havesrnglepeakseasilydefinedas heartbeats' but
may have complex waveshapeswith severalclosely-grouped
peaks at each heart beat (Fig. 1). The circuits must identify
which ol these peaks is the highestand, for the benefito{ the
heart-ratemeasuringcircuits, exactly when the maximum
valueoccurs.

l.-tto,'"-l
Capacitol
Voltage
Input
Voltage
Fig. 1

HeinzSommer

The basic function of any of the plug-in circuits
selectedfor fetal heart-ratemonitoring is to isolatethe
signal representing the fetal heart rate from other
interfering signals. Mainframe circuits measurethe
period between beats, and the reciprocal of the
period, which is frequency, is then presentedon the
front-panel display asfetal heart rate and convertedto
an analogvoltageto drive the recorder.Measuringthe
beat-to-beatperiod and converting the measurement
to heartrateenablesthe systemto respond instantly to
any changesin heart rate,
The direct ECG (DECG)method, which obtains a
clearly defined fetal ECG from miniature electrodes
clipped to the fetal scalp afterthe membranesrupture,
involves straightforward amplification to obtain a
waveform for driving the heart-rate measuring circuits. Unlike conventional BCG machines, however,
the DECGcircuits include a bandpassfilter centered
on the spectrum of a typical fetal ECG.This reduces
the amplitude of any noise that may be mixed in with
the signal. AIso included is a polarity recognition
19

circuit that controls a signal inverter so the heart-rate
measuring circuits function regardless of the input
signal polarity. Variations in signal level are accommodated by a peak detection circuit (seebox above).
AbdominalECGSystem
The abdominal ECG (AECG) system is more involved becauseof the relatively low level of the fetal
ECG-as low as 10pcVpeak-when sensed through
elecbodes placed on the mother's abdomen, and the
relatively high level of interfering signals and the
mother's own ECG, which may be 100 times larger
(Fig.+).
In the AECG circuits, common-mode signals are
suppressedby the input amplifier, a low-noise differential amplifier that has a wide dynamic range. A
sizable normal-mode signal remains, however, a circumstance to be expected whenever electrodes
spaceda few inches apart are attachedto the human
body in a hospital environment.
Powerline hum contributes bv far the most to the

Fig. 4. The fetal ECG (smalI n egative peaks)is mixed with the
maternal ECG (large peaks) and other inbrterence when
sensed by abdominal electrodes. The AECG circuits extract
the fetal ECG from the composite signal.

normal-mode interfering signal. This is suppressed
by a notch filter following the input amplifier.
The signal path then splits into two channels:the
maternal ECG channel, hereafterreferredto as the M
channel, and the fetal or F channel (Fig. S).Since the
frequencyspectrumof the fetal ECGdiffers somewhat
from the maternal ECG,someinitial signal separation
is achievedby using the appropriate bandpassfiltering in each channel. Polarity recognition circuits in
eachchannelaccommodatesignalsof eitherpolarity.
After filtering, the M signal is assuredof being the
largestsignal component in the M channel, so it can
be detectedon the basis of peak amplitude. It is used
to generatea blanking pulse for use in the F channel
and in the pulse-insertion logic circuits.
The F channel has a 30-ms pulse generatorthat is
triggeredby the fetal ECG.It is inhibited, however,by
the blanking pulse from the M channel so it will not

generate a pulse in response to the maternal ECG
signal feeding through to the F channel.
The pulse train generatedin the F channel is fed to
logic circuits. These determine the rate at which F
channel pulses occur and if the timing indicates that
there should be an F pulse at a time when one is
blanked or missing, a pulse is inserted into the F
channel output pulse stream.The logic circuits will
not insert two pulsesin a row, however, so there is no
danger that the instrument will continue to output
normal pulses when no fetal ECG is present.
The logic circuits also keep track of the maternal
heart rate. If the M and F channels have exactly the
same rate, they inhibit the F channel output during
the maternal P wave (the P wave is a low-amplitude
pulse that precedesby severalmilliseconds the large
amplitude pulse, or QRS complex, of the maternal
ECGJ.This precautionwas taken becauseotherwise it
could be possiblethat when no fetal ECGis detected,
the F channel would respond to the maternal p wave
and generatea train of pseudo-F pulses.

Detectionby Ultrasound
The ultrasound s5lstemuses the Doppler shifts in
frequency causedby movement of the heart walls or
valves.The transducer'stransmitting crystal radiates
a2.\-MHz CW acoustic wave into the body at a lowlevel (<tO mWcm2). The receiving crystal responds
to the acousticwaves reflected from soft-tissueinterfaces within the body. Filters extract the Dopplershifted frequencies, rectify the signal and use the
resulting waveform for the heart-rate monitoring circuits.
A block diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The transmitted
signal that leaks into the receiving path servesas a
local-oscillator signal for the mixing diodes in the
demodulator. The output of the demodulator is dc
exceptin the presenceof a Doppler-shiftedfrequency,
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Fig.5. Simplified block diagram
of the AECG circuits. The basic
scheme is to blank the F channel
during a maternal ECG bear so
the maternalECG willnotgenerate
an F pulse.lf blankingoccurs at a
time when an F pulse would have
occurred, the logic circuits insert
a pulse into the output stream.
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in which casethe output is the beat-frequencydifference between the transmitted and received signals.
Bandpass filters extract the difference frequency
resulting from heart movementsand the result is rectified to obtain an envelope corresponding to the
heart movement. This waveform is sent to the heartrate circuits. The difference frequency is also
supplied to the loudspeakerto give an audible indication of the occurrenceof each heart beat.
The reflected signal is some 90 to 130 dB lower in
amplitude than the transmitted signal. The high
overall gain in the receiving channel (+110 dB) requires special measuresto minimize the effects of
interference.One measureused is a low-noise, lowdistortion oscillator for the transmitter (amplitude
noise: -120 dB). This reducesinterferencecausedby
oscillator harmonics beating with radio and TV signals. Other measuresinvolve filters in the transducer
connector for attenuating high-intensity, highfrequency radiation that could drive the amplifiers
into a nonlinear operating region. The highfrequency section of the circuits is surrounded by
both magnetic and electrical shields.
Actually, two ultrasound plug-in circuit boards
were designed.One processessignals that have been
Doppler-shifted by the heart walls. A bandpassfilter
centeredon 265 Hz isolatesthe Doppler frequencies
resulting from movement of the heartwalls. The array
transducer used with this circuit gives a broad ultrasonic beam that does not require careful position-
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Fig. 6. Srmp/llled block diagram
of the ultrasound circuit.

ing to obtain a strong doppler return from the relatively large heart walls.
The demodulated pulses from the heart walls,
however, have relatively slow rise time. Becauseof
the resulting imprecisenessof the pulse timing, the
beat-to-beatperiods of thesepulses are averagedover
a period of about three beats to obtain a satisfactory
fetal heart-ratetracing. Fine fluctuations in the actual
heart rate are averagedout so this method is useful
mostly for initial screening of patients to identify
those that are potentially high risk.
The other ultrasound circuit board is designedfor
use with a highly directive transducer that responds
to the fast movements of the heart valves, using a
Doppler filter centered on 500 Hz. This system indicatesbeat-to-beatchangesin heart rate and is therefore useful for critical cases.The transducerhas to be
carefully positioned, however, and movement of the
fetus or the mother may necessitatefrequent repositioning.
Phonocardiogram
The pHoNocircuit board works with a piezoelectric
transducer [contact microphone) placed on the
mother's abdomen where it sensesthe sounds generatedby the closing of the fetal heart valves.The transducer signal is bandpassfiltered (7o to 100 Hz) to
suppressother soundspicked up by the transducer.
The primary problem with using the phono signal
for fetal heart rate monitoring is that more than one

heart sound may be detectedper beat, depending on
the transducer position. The circuits must therefore
decide whether they are sensing one or two heart
sounds per beat.
(Model 8020A,1968),
In HP'sfirst Cardiotocograph
rather complicated (and expensive) logic circuits
examined the sound-to-soundintervals and decided
whether one or two heart sounds were being sensed
per beat.In the new Model 80304, a detectedheart
sound triggers a one-shotmultivibrator that inhibits
succeedingheart sounds from reachingthe following
circuits for the duration of the one-shot.The circuit
must be able to operateover a 4-to-l range (50 to 270
beats/minute,or7.2to 0.285secondsper period).This
necessitateddesigning in the ability to adjust the
one-shoton time to the heart rate. If the time between
two triggers is less than 400 ms, the duration of the
blanking pulse is 273 ms.If it is more than 400 ms,
then the blanking pulse is extended to 346 ms.

Non-FadeDisplay
A shift register is used for storing the most recent
1.5 seconds.ofECG signal for non-fade presentation
on the CRT. The analog ECGsignal is sampled every
3 ms and convertedto an 8-bit word by an analog-todigital converter, then fed into the shift register. At
the sametime, the oldest value is dropped off the last
stageof the register.
Between samples,the shift register is put into the
recirculating mode and all b12 storedvalues are read
out sequentiallyin lessthan 3 ms and convertedto an
analog signal for display on the CRT.If the CRT horizontal deflection is timed to start in synchronism
with the loading of a new sample into the shift register, the ECGwaveform moves from right to left across
the screenas though it were being written by a stripchart recorder. If the start of the deflection ramp is
advancedby one clock period each time, the
waveform appearsto stand still while a blanking bar
moves across the screen, writing new data. The
choiceof display mode is madeby an internal switch.
Pressingthe front-panel stop pushbutton prevents
the input of new data into the shift register so the
stored waveform can be retained for longer study.
RemoteMonitoring
A subsetof the cardiotocograph'scapabilities has
been configured into a cardiotocograph repeater
(Model8032A).This instrument(Fig. 7)has the same
type recorder and digital display asthe Model 8030A
Cardiotocograph.It acceptsthe analogfetal-heart-rate
and labor activity signals from an S030A and reproduces them on its recorder. At the same time, its
builtin voltmeter circuits display the signal levels. It
can thus reproduce an 8030A's recording and digital
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Flg.7. Model 80324 Repeater reproduces cardiograms recorded at bedside simultaneouslyat a remote location.

readout at a remote location, such as at a nurses'
station or in a doctor's office.
The repeater also has indicators to show the
monitoring techniques being used, This information
is carried on two lines (one for heart rate and one for
labor activity) that indicate the monitoring modes by
dc voltage levels. Another line carries audio for the
loudspeakerand one more line carries pulses for the
"acceptance" lamp that flashesin synchronism with
each detected fetal heart beat.
The repeater allows the obstetrical staff to study
developmentsand discuss them away from the bedside, and it enablesthe staff to be constantly informed
of a patient's progresswhen they can't stay with her
all the time. It is also useful as a teaching aid because
significant symptoms can be describedto the nursing
staff asthey occur and without disturbing the patient.
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An Elemental Cardiotocograph
Model 8031A has the same automaticoperatingfeaturesas
Model80304,includingautomaticselectionof the appropriate
circuitsaccordingto thetransducercableselectedfor use.The
only controlsare for loudspeakervolume,labor-channelzeroing, and recorderchartspeed.

Whereall the versatilityof the Model80304 Cardiotocograph
providedby the stripis not needed,and wherethe information
chartrecordingby itselfis sufficient,
Model8031Amay fulfilla
hospital'sneeds at lower cost. This instrumenthas the same
ultrasoundand directECG processingcircuitsas Model8030A
b u t o m r t s t h e C R T a n d d i g i t a l d i s p l a y s .l t d o e s h a v e a
loudspeakerand an "acceptance" lamp that flashes in synchronismwith the fetal heart beat, providingauraland visual
indicationsthat the fetal heart beat is being detected.
The primaryapplicationof this instrument
would be for dedicated antepartummonitoring,such as contractionstresstesting
(OxytocinChallengeTest).
In additionto monitoringthe fetal ECG directlyor by the
ultrasoundmethod,both of which are standard,Model8031A
can also be configuredto monitorby the phono (heartsound)
laboractivityby an externaltransduceris
technique.Monitoring
also standard.Monitoringinternallyby meansof a catheterand
Dressuretransduceris optionallvavailable.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HPModel8030ACardiotocograph
Input Sectlon
CARDIO socket accapts input conneclorstor tetal h€art rata monitoring.Instrumenl aulomaiicallysalscts correct operating mod6 and performs signal calibralion and sensitivilyadjustmsnts.
DIRECT FETAL ECG AND AADOIINAL ECG
INPUTSIGNALRANGE:10 rrvp ro 3 mvp.
INPUTIMPEDANCE:>50MO (difforential).
NOISE: <2pVp (25 kO source resistanco).
COMMON-MODEREJECTION(with patientcable): >140 dB with 5 kO im.
balance,50-60 Hz.
PATIENT ISOLATION:>40 MO dc to 60 Hz measured at 120 V.
ULTFASOUND
ULTRASOUNDINTENSITY:< 10 mwcm2
F R E Q U E N C Y : 2 .M
1Hz.
HEART SOUND: Selectivgamplifier,high dynamic range (50 dB).
TOCO socket accepts connectors for inlrauterine pressure and external labor
monitoring. Instrument automatically selects correct operating mode and perlorms signal calibration and sensitivity adjustment. lo-turn front-panel mntrol
adjusts TOCO channel baselin€; no other adjustmentis necessary.
EXTEFNAL LABOR
SIGNALRANGE:0 to 1@0 g.
INTRAUTERII{EPFESSURE: (with Modet 1286A PressureTransducer}
SIGNALRANGE:0 to 100 mmHo.
NONLINEARITY:
1% of full scale
OVERLOADPROTECTION:3000 mmHg.
PATIENT ISOLATION:>48 MO, dc to 60 Hz measured at 120 V.

DisplaySectlon
OIGITAL DISPLAY
TYPE: 11-mm,7-segmentLEDS
FETALHEART RATE RANGE:DirecttetalECG,30-240 bpm; ail othor methods,
50-210bpm.
UTERINEACTIVITYRANGE: 0-100 mmHg lor intrauterinepressure,O-1OO
relative units lor extgrnal labor.
ACCURACY(Ratometerand Tocornoter):ao.soloof lult scate t1 digit.
IilSTRUMENT OISPLAYS
ACCEPTANCELAMP: Flashes with each valid heilt rate measurement.
INOP LAMP: Lights when there is no patient cable or transducerconnectedto
CARDIO input or, it in either ECG mode, an etectrode makes Door conlact.
INOP also lights if cardiotocographdoes not contain processingcircuits tor
transducerthal is connected.

Hewlett-Packard
Company,1501PageMill
Road,PaloAlto,California943O1

STATUS ll{DICATOHS: Appropriateindicatorturnson to show monitoringmsthod
in use when transducsrs are @nnscled to CARDIO and TOCO $ckets.

RecorderSection
TwGchannel,servo-drivenrecorderwith contactlesspositionfeedbacktransoucer.
CHART SPEEDS: 1 and 2 cm/min (optionaily1 and 3 cm/min).
CHART PAPER: Thermosensitive,Zjold paper with numbsred pages. Recording time: 24 hours at 1 cm/min.
STYLI: Thid(-film heated styli; heat-up time:20 ms.
FETAL HEAFT RATE (CARDIO) SCALE
VERTICALSCALE: 7 cm (with scate A) or 8 cm (with scate B).
VERTICALSCALE SENStTtVtTY:30 bpr/cm (scateA) or 20 bprvcm (s€te B).
BANGE:30-240 bpm (sle A) ot fi-211 bpm (sete B).
UTERTNEACT|V|TY (TOCO) SCALE
VEFTICALSCALESIZE:4 cm.
VERTICAL SCALE SENStTtVtTY:25 units/cm.
R A N G E : 0 - l 0 Ou n i b .

General

I

I

I

TEST BUTTOil: PressingTEST button produces 2OO12 bpm in cardio channsl
and adds 50 in toco channelwhen there are no connectionsto instrumenl.Both
valuesare displayedand recorded.When a transduceris connecled,appropriate
test signal also appears on CRT.
ECG TEST SOCKET (on front panel):in directletat ECG mode, enabtescomplete
tront-end lest ot instrument,CRT, and patient mble.
REAR PANEL OUTPUTS:Analog outputs ot tetat heat rate and uterine activity;
amplified versions of original direct ECG, abdominal ECG, ultrasound, and
heart-soundinputs;many other analog and digitalsignatsfor researchpurposes
and testirE- LOGIC switch disables artitact rejeclion logic (pen tilt) to permit
obseruationol arrhythmias.
OPERATINGTEMPERATURE RANGE: O ro sS"C.
POWER:1 15 0r 230 V, +10%, -15%, 50-60 Hz. 42VA.
dfTENSfONS: 178 mm H x 425 mm W x 356 mm D (7 x 16.7 x 14 inches).
WElGtlT: 12 kg (27 lb).
PRICE lN U.S.A.: Model 8O3OACardiolocographwith direct ECG, ulilasoum,
and exlsrml labor transducersand processingcircuits:96250. With additionol
abdominalECG, add 9850; heart sound, add g5OO,intraulednepressure,
add $650. Model 8031A Cardiotocograph:$5100;8032A Repeater:S2650.
MANUFACTURINGDIVISION: HEWLETT-PACKAROGmbH
HerrenbergerStrasse i 10
0-703 Bdblingen,Wijrtiemberg
West Germanv

Bulk Rate
U.S.Postage
paid
Hewlett-Packard
Company
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